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4 Bedroom Cannes Rental Penthouse near the Grand Hotel
Reference number: CANA043438
Features
Bedrooms

4

Single beds

7

Bathrooms

4

Double beds

0

Toilets

4

Sofa beds

0

Surface

138 m2

Rating

★★★★

Amenities
✓ Elevator

✓ Terrace

✓ Shower

✓ Air Conditioning

✓ Internet

✓ Bathtub

✓ Oﬃce Space

✓ Television

Description
Experience the French Riviera lifestyle with this astonishing Cannes rental penthouse, located at a
10-minute walk to the Palais des Festivals, behind the Grand Hotel. The 8th-ﬂoor terrace makes it
one of the highest central viewpoints in Cannes and oﬀers a postcard-worthy view of red-brick
rooftops followed by the sea and the mountains in the distance. A highly sophisticated and elegant
living room that can be used for closed-door meetings, opens up to the highlight feature of this
Cannes penthouse, its party terrace. This central rooftop with outdoor couches and dining area is
the best private event space you will ﬁnd in a Cannes apartment. Relaxation and sophistication
blend perfectly to make this terrace as charming as it could be. The living room oﬀers various
spaces for meetings, either on the large dining table or in the lounge area for a more relaxed
ambience. The kitchen is fully equipped and features a large dining table overlooking the terrace
from the huge glass sliding door. The entire apartment has hardwood ﬂooring throughout and is
decorated with artistic paintings and all the 4 bedrooms of this Cannes penthouse comes with
ensuite bathrooms. Each bedroom has an ensuite bathroom with either a shower or a bathtub. The
master bedroom comes with a walk-in closet along with a bathtub in the bathroom. You and your
group will enjoy incomparable views, exceptional design and round the clock luxury when you rent
this Luxurious Cannes central penthouse.
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